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Quick Overview Can Belly make a final choice between Jeremiah and Conrad? Find out in the conclusion of the New York Times bestselling The Summer I Turned Pretty trilogy, now in paperback. Belly has only ever been in love with two boys, both with the last name Fisher. And after being with Jeremiah for the last two years, she's almost positive he is her soul mate. Almost.
While Conrad has not gotten over the mistake of letting Belly go, Jeremiah has always known that Belly is the girl for him. So when Belly and Jeremiah decide to make things forever, Conrad realizes that it's now or never-tell Belly he loves her, or lose her for good. Get We'll Always Have Summer (Paperback) by Jenny Han and other young adult books online and at Fully Booked
bookstore branches in the Philippines. D-coded PAPERBACK Category: Teenage Fiction 12 to 15 Years Soon to be a major new TV series on Amazon! The heart-wrenching final part in the bestselling The Summer I Turned Pretty Series, perfect for fans of the Netflix smash-hit movies To All The Boys I've Loved Before and The Kissing Booth ! One girl. Two boys. The biggest
decision of her life . . . Just when Isabel thinks she had everything mapped out, life proves that when it comes to love, you can never have all the answers . . . Isabel has only ever loved two boys, Conrad and Jeremiah Fisher. She's grown up with them, and can't imagine life without them. One broke her heart, the other made her happier than she ever thought she'd be. But each
brother is keeping a secret from Isabel, and this summer she must choose between the Fisher boys, once and for all. Which brother will it be? 'This book has what every girl wants in a summer' - Sarah Dessen This is funny and romantic book is the breathtaking conclusion to the love triangle that kept tens of thousands of fans guessing, and is the perfect story to lose yourself in!
€6.99 Was €11.20 20 Reward Points Delivery in 2 - 5 working days Soon to be a major new TV series on Amazon! The heart-wrenching final part in the bestselling The Summer I Turned Pretty Series, perfect for fans of the Netflix smash-hit movies To All The Boys I've Loved Before and The Kissing Booth ! One girl. Two boys. The biggest decision of her life . . . Just when Isabel
thinks she had everything mapped out, life proves that when it comes to love, you can never have all the answers . . . Isabel has only ever loved two boys, Conrad and Jeremiah Fisher. She's grown up with them, and can't imagine life without them. One broke her heart, the other made her happier than she ever thought she'd be. But each brother is keeping a secret from Isabel,
and this summer she must choose between the Fisher boys, once and for all. Which brother will it be? 'This book has what every girl wants in a summer' - Sarah Dessen This is funny and romantic book is the breathtaking conclusion to the love triangle that kept tens of thousands of fans guessing, and is the perfect story to lose yourself in! Description Product Details Click on the
cover image above to read some pages of this book! Just when she thought she had all the answers . . . Isabel has only ever loved two boys, Conrad and Jeremiah Fisher.One broke her heart; the other made her happier than she ever thought she'd be. But each brother is keeping a secret, and this summer Isabel must choose between the Fisher boys, once and for all. Which
brother will it be?'This book has what every girl wants in a summer.' Sarah Dessen This book has what every girl wants in a summer -- Sarah Dessen ISBN: 9780141330563 ISBN-10: 0141330562 Series: Summer Audience: Children For Ages: 12+ years old For Grades: 7 - 12 Format: Paperback Language: English Number Of Pages: 296 Published: 3rd August 2012 Publisher:
Penguin UK Country of Publication: GB Dimensions (cm): 19.8 x 13.0  x 2.0 Weight (kg): 0.21 Edition Number: 1 Soon to be a major new TV series on Amazon!The heart-wrenching final part in the bestselling The Summer I Turned Pretty Series, perfect for fans of the Netflix smash-hit movies To All The Boys I've Loved Before and The Kissing Booth!One girl. Two boys. The
biggest decision of her life . . .Just when Isabel thinks she had everything mapped out, life proves that when it comes to love, you can never have all the answers . . . Isabel has only ever loved two boys, Conrad and Jeremiah Fisher. She's grown up with them, and can't imagine life without them.One broke her heart, the other made her happier than she ever thought she'd be. But
each brother is keeping a secret from Isabel, and this summer she must choose between the Fisher boys, once and for all. Which brother will it be?'This book has what every girl wants in a summer' - Sarah Dessen This is funny and romantic book is the breathtaking conclusion to the love triangle that kept tens of thousands of fans guessing, and is the perfect story to lose yourself
in! Read more Top reviews Most recent Top reviews Flipkart Internet Private Limited, Buildings Alyssa, Begonia & Clove Embassy Tech Village, Outer Ring Road, Devarabeesanahalli Village, Bengaluru, 560103, Karnataka, India CIN : U51109KA2012PTC066107 Telephone: 1800 202 9898 Free shipping with no order minimum required. Restrictions apply. About This ItemWe aim
to show you accurate product information. Manufacturers, suppliers and others provide what you see here, and we have not verified it. Can Belly make a final choice between Jeremiah and Conrad? Find out in the conclusion of the New York Times bestselling The Summer I Turned Pretty trilogy from the author of To All the Boys I've Loved Before (now a major motion picture!).
Belly has only ever been in love with two boys, both with the last name Fisher. And after being with Jeremiah for the last two years, she's almost positive he is her soul mate. Almost. While Conrad has not gotten over the mistake of letting Belly go, Jeremiah has always known that Belly is the girl for him. So when Belly and Jeremiah decide to make things forever, Conrad realizes
that it's now or never tell Belly he loves her, or lose her for good. Belly will have to confront her feelings for Jeremiah and Conrad and face the inevitable: She will have to break one of their hearts. This paperback edition features bonus content, including Conrad's letters to Belly and an excerpt of Burn for Burn, the upcoming new book from Jenny Han and Siobhan Vivian!• Author:
Jenny Han • ISBN:9781416995593 • Format:Paperback • Publication Date:2012-04-24Age Range12 - 17 YearsLanguageEnglishSeries TitleThe Summer I Turned PrettyPublisherSimon & Schuster Books For Young ReadersBook FormatPaperbackOriginal LanguagesEnglishNumber of Pages320AuthorJenny HanTitleWe'll Always Have SummerISBN-
139781416995593Publication DateApril, 2012Assembled Product Dimensions (L x W x H)8.20 x 5.40 x 0.90 InchesISBN-101416995595this story was a roller coaster, liked it and disliked it for all the right reasons. Jenny really had me at the edge of my seat and longing for moreLikesLanguageFor readingCharactersEndingPacingHelpful?April 24, 2011I LOVE. LOVE. LOVE this
series to death! I fell in love with it quickly and hopelessly. This series is one that I recommend that you must pick up. Summer loving never felt so goooood! What I like most about this book is of course the characters. Belly is all grown up now and is facing some major life changing decisions. I don't want to spill, but Belly went through some very tough times. I am glad that Belly
made it through it all with great admiration. My heart felt for her and what she had to do. I am upset with her family. I felt like they should have supported Belly no matter what she wanted to do, no matter what decisions she made. Then again, without her family's interference she would have made the decisions that lead to a happy ending. Was I happy with the ending? Yes. Do I
want it to end? Heck NO! But I am glad that in the end Belly is happy. That's what matters. My only gripe was the happenings in the book that leads to certain happenings. Again, I can't say much cause I don't want to ruin it for anyone, but I wanted more for Belly. I wanted her to find it without THAT happening. *sigh* Overall, this is a great series that you must read. Absolutely
perfect summer reading!Written by a Library Thing customer.Helpful?April 10, 2012Belly has gone off to college and has devoted her time to devloping her relationship with Jeremiah. Like many young relationships, life throws Belly a curveball and she has to deal with how much she loves Jeremiah. Jeremiah assures Belly that he loves her and asks her to marry him. Belly says
yes, but family and friends do not approve of the wedding happening so soon. Through the course of planning the wedding, Belly has to realize whom she truly loves and hope for the best for her future. I'm such a sucker for true love and first loves so this was my favorite book in the series. Han could write a companion book with Belly and Conrad and I would devour it too!!Written
by a Library Thing customer.Helpful?July 8, 2014All I can say is O! M! G!May contain some spoilersI started this book immediately after I finished It's Not Summer Without You, mostly because I just could not wait to see what happened. I had bought the last two books in this trilogy while in the middle of The Summer I Turned Pretty because I had a strong feeling I would want to
finish this series..I still had some doubt about them because when I usually love a book more than expected, I tend to not be crazy about the next one and don't continue. There have been times, like this, that I have loved them all but lately, it's been more times that I didn't like them. But, I digressWe'll Always Have Summer was...Wow... Yes, I had my suspicions because I read a
few comments about the book and what some people thought and saw in the book and who they rooted for, but I tried to make myself believe they felt that way throughout the whole trilogy (and maybe they did)....But, I can say, in this book, I can see why they felt this way. I did cheat a bit and read the last 'paragraph' in the book and knew how it would end..but I wanted to know
how it got there.I can say that as the book went on, Jeremiah really began to work on my last nerve! I wanted to smack him so many daggone times throughout some of the book. His just total lack of interest in many things...I am a laid back person but sometimes, some take being laid back way too far! And Jeremiah did this many times..But oh, Conrad! The boy you loved to hate
throughout the first two books..You began to love him in this one and I began to understand why so many rooted for him! I still liked Jeremiah to a degree but I began to see that he wasn't for Isabel/Belly. She needed someone who would challenge her. But, when Conrad told Belly how he felt about her...I was kind of upset that he did it when he did..but glad that he did at the same
time. I can say that this is another book/trilogy I gave a chance because I am not really into contemporary..but this one has me wanting to look into other contemporary. Jenny Han's writing made you want to continue on in the books. It just flowed really well in my opinion. I had so much fun with this book. I enjoyed watching all of them actually mature throughout each book.
Especially this one. You could see that, if this series had continued, or if they were actually real people, they'd become wonderful adults, parents, etc. Not perfect, but people who would work on who they were as people and do their best to do better in life. I would like to see one more book in this series just to see what they grow into as older adults, parents, etc. This is a series
that will probably stick with me for a long time and that I would recommend to any Y.A. Contemporary fiction lover. :-)Written by a Library Thing customer.Helpful?June 25, 2014This book was amazing!! I loved the whole trilogy, and I was sad to see it end. This book has a huge love triangle, which made it awesome! I didn't know which brother I liked better, because the author did a
great job with the characters. The only thing I hated was the ending, because it was rushed, but it was a trilogy so, oh well. This book was so good, I couldn't put it down! In fact, after I read the second book, I wanted to read this book so bad, I bought it in ibooks on my Ipod Touch. I couldn't wait to buy the hardcover. If you haven't read this series yet, You are so missing out. Read
the series now!!Written by a Library Thing customer.Helpful?Customer Q&AGet specific details about this product from customers who own it.About our pricesWe're committed to providing low prices every day, on everything. So if you find a current lower price from an online retailer on an identical, in-stock product, tell us and we'll match it. See more details atOnline Price Match.
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